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BRUCE C. BERNDT

1. Introduction and summary of results. This paper is a continuation of the

study of identities involving arithmetical functions generated by a class of Dirichlet

series satisfying functional equations with T-factors. The study is primarily a

sequel to [1], [2], [5], [7].

Before proceeding further, we establish some notation. We let s = o+it with o

and t both real. We write $M for ß*£ and 2 for 2?-i- ®(f(s\ •*<>) denotes the

residue of f(s) at s=s0. 1(C) denotes the interior of a closed curve, or curves.

c, Cy, c2 and A >0 denote constants, not necessarily the same with each occurrence.

The series in question are given by the following

Definition. Let {An} and {p.n} be two sequences of positive numbers strictly

increasing to oo, and {a(n)} and {b(n)} two sequences of complex numbers not

identically zero. Consider the functions <p and </i representable as Dirichlet series

<p(s) = 2 <*(n)K\       m = 2 b(n)y.-s

with finite abscissas of absolute convergence oa and a*, respectively. For any

positive integer N, let

A(s) = n rK5+j8fc),
k = 1

where otfc>0 and ßk is complex, k=l,..., N. If r is real, we say that ¡p and 1/1

satisfy the functional equation

(1.1) A(s)<p(s) = A(r-s)<Kr-s)

if there exists in the j-plane a domain D which is the exterior of a compact set S,

such that in D a holomorphic function \ exists with the properties :

(i) x(s) = A(s)<p(s), a>aa, x(s) = A(r-s)<(i(r-s), a<r-a*;

(ii) lim|,,^a,x(<T+/f)=0,

uniformly in every interval — oo<o-1 = cr^o-2<:oo.

It can be shown that (1.1) and the relation

(1.2) ]>>(n) f   AisXKy)-ds = y-r2b{n) f   A(s)(p.Jy)-° ds+2TtiP(y)
J(c) J(c)
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are equivalent, where c, j>0 and

where C is a curve, or curves, containing S. If A(s) = F(s), the proof is given in [4],

If A(i) = rw(j), the proof is given in [1], and the proof in general follows along the

same lines. In particular, if A(5) = T(í),

<t>(y) = 2 ct(n) exp (-Xny),       Y(y) = £ b(n) exp (-pny),

then Hecke's functional equation

(1.3) IWj) = r(r-s)<Kr-s)

and the "modular relation"

(1.4) ®(y) = y-Tm/y)+P(y)

are equivalent, upon the use of (2.5) below. There are a few other cases when (1.2)

can be expressed in terms of elementary functions. Thus, using (2.14) below, we

find that 9 and i/< satisfy

r(s + v/2)r(s-v/2)9(s) = r(r-s + v/2)T(r-s-v/2)ip(r-s)

if and only if

2^a(n)U2{Ky}112) = 2y> £ b(n)Kv(2{pn/y}il2)+P(y),

where Kx, is the modified Bessel function usually so denoted and v is an arbitrary

complex number.

In §§3-6 we consider four special cases of (1.1). Our aim is to develop identities

for the Riesz sum

and the logarithmic sum

S(x;q) = Y(J+T) 2 fl('2) lo8' (*/*->»

where q^O is subject to certain other restrictions. Identities in other special cases

have been given in [1], [2], [5], [7].

§§7-10 are concerned with other types of identities for coefficients of series

satisfying (1.3). In §7 an identity analogous to (1.4) involving the exponential

integral is established. In [3] we define a generalized Dirichlet series that is analogous

to the generalized zeta-function of Riemann. We derive a formula for such functions

which enables us to obtain an analytic continuation for them and also to determine

a few simple properties. In §8 we give an easier proof of this formula, but in addition

show that it implies (1.3). In §9 we establish an identity involving the Bessel
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function Kv(x). A particular case of this identity is due to Ramanujan. §10 gives

identities involving Laguerre polynomials.

Most of our identities are completely new; some are generalizations of identities

proven for special arithmetical functions. We conclude with some examples in §11.

2. Preliminary results. We shall need several results from the theories of the

T-function and the Bessel functions Jv, Yv and Kv. We also require the values of a

number of definite integrals.

We have

(2.1) |I»| ~ (27r)1'2|i|"-1'2exp(-7r|î|/2),

uniformly for -oo<ct1<ct£ct2<oo [8, p. 224]. From [8, p. 211]

(2.2) r(í)r(l-í) = ir/sin(i»)

and [8, p. 212]

(2.3) T(s)T(s+l/2) = 21-2V2r(2i),

we easily deduce that

(2.4) r(j/2)/T({l -s}/2) = 21-V-1'2 cos (»5/2)1».

Forx, c>0 [10, p. 312],

(2.5) ~ f   T(s)x~sds = e~x.

For x>0 and 0<c< 1 [10, p. 348],

(2.6) T—:       F(s) cos (tts/2)x~s ds = cos x.

The exponential integral Ei (—x), x>0, may be defined by [11, p. 925]

(2.7) Ei(-.v)= -J    e—dt.

Ifa>0,
/•OO /•» Í-CO     --(

Ei(-x)xs-1dx = -      x'^dx]    —dt
Jo Jo Jx     t

(2.8)

Jo     t       Jo s

and by Mellin's inversion formula for c>0,

(2.9) Ei(-x)= --L f   r-^x-*ds.
2m J(c)    s

For Re/3, Rey>0 and real/?#0 [11, p. 342],

(2.10) Jo   x*-1cxp(-ßx>-yx->)dx=j\g)     Kvlp(2{ßy}112).
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For a-, Rea>0 [10, p. 361],

(2.11) JU f   Ks(a)x -s ds = 1 e" a<x + llx)l2.
2m J(c) 2

For 0 < c < Re v/2 + 3/4 [10, p. 326],

(2-12) J^-èiLr^phiT2Sds-

For0áRev<c<Re»/2 + 3/4<3/2 [10, p. 329],

(2.13) -ttYv(x) = ¿ J"   r(í)r(í-v) cos {tt(s-v)}^J"2S ds.

For0^Rev<c[10, p. 331],

(2.14) 2Kv(x) = ¿. J r(i)r(5-,)gy"2S&.

We have the following asymptotic formulas [18, pp. 198-202] as z tends to oo,

(2.15) Jv(z) = (cxeis + c2e-iz)z-ll2 + 0(z-3'2),

(2.16) Yv(z) = (cxéz + c2e-i2)z-ll2 + 0(z-Z12),

and

(2.17) ü:v(z) = e-*{cz-U2 + 0(z-312)}.

From [18, pp. 45, 66 and 79],

(2.18) d{zUv(z)}jdz = zVv_!(z),

(2.19) ¿{z>Fv(z)}A/z = z*yv_i(z),

and

(2.20) d{zvKv(z)}/dz = -z*Kv-x(z).

Also [18, p. 80],

(2.21) Kll2(z) = (w/2z)«V.

The Laguerre polynomial Z4a)(*) may be defined by [11, p. 1037]

(2.22) U«\x) = ¿ ***"« -£ (e-**"+°).

We shall need the following lemmas in the sequel.

Lemma 2.1. Let

r(x,y;n) = (x-2-y-2)n/n\.
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Suppose $y,.. -, in, y>0 anda< 1/2. Then,

/•OO /*0O /»CO /»CO

fir3 </£»    fr-3i </f » -1 • • •    s :3 # i    -wv(.v) ¿v
Ji/ Jin J(2 Jil

= 4^"]    x"Jv(x)r(x,y;n)dx.

Proof. We proceed by induction. For n=0 the conclusion is trivial. Assuming

that the result is true for n— 1, we are led to examine

^Sr^ J" in3 dèn f x*MxHx, L;n-i)dx

(- l)n-l   /•« fx
« * 2»lx    J    *V,(*) ¿v J^ Í-3r(.v, f.; »-I) #„,

where the inversion in order of integration is justified by a theorem in [13, p. 349].

The result now follows by evaluating the inner integral.

Define (as in [2]) for x, y>0

(2.23) s(x,y;n) = (-iyiogn(x/y)/n\.

Note that for n > 0,

(2.24) ds(x, y ; n)/8y = s(x, y;n-l)/y

and

(2.25) s(y,y;n) = 0.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose f,,..., £„, n>0 anda<0. Then,

f fir1 <#„• • • I"" fif1 </& f" *«<?*'* ¿v = (- 1)" f" .vae±iJci(,r, y; n) ¿v.

The proof of Lemma 2.2 follows along the same lines as that of Lemma 2.1 and

can be found in [2, Lemma 2.7] where the result was stated for a different integrand.

Lemma 2.3. Let o<0 and t be fixed. Then, for a^O

/•ao

/ =       xse±ix log" x dx = 0($" loga $)

as £ tends to oo.

Proof. It is clearly sufficient to examine the integral involving eix. Without loss

of generality we may assume that £ is large enough so that („v" log" x)/(l+t/x) is

monotonie on (t oo). Write

/•OO

/ =       Xa exp (i(x +1 log x)) log" x dx

/•OO /"CO

=       Xa log" x cos udx + i      x" log" x sin « ¿¿c

= h + h,
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where u=x+t log x. Since dujdx= l+t/x>0 for £ large enough, x and u increase

together. Thus, by the second mean value theorem for integrals [17, p. 379],

rx=*xo\ 0goA. cosw
h = -1—;-du

Jx=t l+t/x

C loe" ( Cx°i'
- T+t/f J      cos "du = 0{î° Iog°a

where £' < oo. /2 is treated similarly, and we are done.

3. The functional equation T({s+ l}/2)ç>(i) = r({2—s}/2)ip(\ -s).   To derive our

identity for Aq(x) we need the following

Lemma 3.1. Let v be a positive integer and 0<c<v— 1/2, where c is not an odd

integer. Then, for x > 0,

2m )ic)T(v+\-s) cos (tts/2) n   vW'

where
(_])v/2/ [<v-c-l)/2] f_ x\kx2k+X\

TÁx) = -xv-[sinx-      2 (2k+iy.  J»    ""*"'

i_n(v+l)/2   / [<v-c)/2] /_ ,\k2k\

w/iere //v —c— 1 <0, r/ie sww is empty.

Proof. We have from (2.1),

(3.1) l/r(v+l-j)cos(irj/2) = 0(|r|ff-v-1'2).

Thus, the hypothesis c<v- 1/2 secures the convergence of the integral.

Consider

2« Jc r(v +1 - s) cos (iri/2)    *

where C denotes the rectangle with vertices c—//?, c4-iR, —2m + iR and — 2m — iR,

where m is a positive integer and R > 0. On /(C) the integrand has simple poles at

s=-2m + l, -2m + 3,..., -1, 1.2[(c-l)/2] + l. The residue at 5=2*i+l is

- 2( -1 )nx - 2n - VirlX», - 2n). Hence,

2 v- (— l)nv-"2n-1
(3 2) /=--    y    i———

Now, (3.1) holds uniformly on - 2m ̂  a < c. Thus, the integrals along the horizontal

sides of C tend to 0 as R tends to oo. Hence, we also have

(3-3) 1 = 2r7i U<c,~J(-2J I>+ l-s) COS (tts/2) *'
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Since

T(v+l+2m-it) = (v + 2m-it)---(2-it)Y(2-it),

we conclude from (2.1) that

\Y(v+l+2m-it)\ ^ ^(v+2m)!(|/| + l)3,2exp(-7r|/|/2).

Hence,

I C x~s Ax2m    f°        dt

\i(-2m)r(v+l-s)cos(Trs/2)ds   - \J+2m)\ J.. (|f| + l)3'2 = °(1)'

as m tends to oo. Thus, (3.2) and (3.3) yield

x~s .        2    v    (-lyx2*-1— f x's       dz    2  y
2m J(c) Y(v +1 -s) cos (tts/2)  S        ñ n>(£ic)r(u+l-s)cos(TTs/2)  ' ^nxfio/2   r(«'+2n)

= - Tv(x).

Theorem 3.2. Let <p satisfy the functional equation

T({s+l}/2)<p(s) = r({2-s}/2)i(l-s).

Suppose that x>0 andq is a nonnegative integer.

(i) Let y>sup (0, o-a, a*) where y is not an odd integer. Then ifiTv is given as in

Lemma 3.1 andq>y—1/2,

(3.4) AQ(x) = Qq(x) + 2tt- ̂ x"+» 2 bW„* ¿2p,nx),

where

Q (x) = ± f rxsMs)^
U*X)     2WJC r(s+q+l)  aS>

where C is a curve, or curves, encircling the singularities of the integrand in the strip

1 — y <a<y.

(ii) Let 1 <y<2 where y> sup (0, o-a, a*). Let s(x, y;n) be given by (2.23). Then,

fiorq^l,

(3.5) S(x; q) - R(x;q) + n-1'2 £ ^ f" C-^^ s(u, p.nx;q- 1) du,
pn    JltnX U

where

«^-¿¡I$£*
where C is a curve, or curves, encircling all of the integrand's singularities in the

Strip l—y<a<y.

Proof of (i). Proceeding as in [1, proof of Theorem 2], we arrive at

i   r  r(i-j)r({j+i}/2)Q*.jr)-(3.6)      Aq(x)=Qq(x)+x^Zb(n)±IJ-^
2-s)r({2-s}/2)

ds,
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provided that q>y-1/2. Now, by (2.3) and (2.2),

r-(i-g)r({j+i}/2) _ r(i-j)21-v3r(j)

T({2-j}/2)       ~    T({2-s}/2)T(s/2)

21-V1/2 sin (tts/2)       2" Va

sin (its) cos (tts/2)

Upon using Lemma 3.1 in (3.6), we have immediately (3.4), and the proof is

complete.

Proof of (ii). Proceeding as in [2, proof of Theorem 1 ], we find that

n?.        <?(vfl)-/?(r-fl)+Yè(w) l  f   r({s+i}/2)(pnXy-°
(3.7) S(x, q) - R(x, q)+-¿—^. J^ r({2_j}/2)(1_ír i «*,

where q>y- 1/2. Now, by (2.3) and (2.2),

F({s+l}/2) 21-s7r-1,2r(j)sin(7r^/2)

r({2-í}/2)(l-í) 1-i

= -21-s77-1,2r(í-l)cosMí-l)/2}.

Hence, by (2.6), since 1 < y < 2,

r({s+l}/2)u-
2W J(Mr({2-s}/2)(l-s)ds

1/2

(3.8) = _!L-^-L f   r(í-l)cos{7r(í-l)/2}(2M)1-5í&
M     ¿ni Jíy)

tt~112 cos (2w)

u

Integrate both sides of (3.8) with respect to u over ($lf oo), fi>0. Inverting the

order of integration by a theorem in [13, p. 349], we find that

(*y) 2TTiLr({2-s}/2)(\-s)2aS J.,       u

Multiply both sides of (3.9) by 1/1». and integrate with respect to £i over (£2, co),

f2 > 0. After q such integrations we obtain

(_1). ç      r(fr+l)/2)r'+*    ,. _-1>2r^-i      feos 2"^r    r({J+i)/2)y-'^ _1<2 r</¿,-i    f-cosj
J(y)r({2-í}/2)(i-í)'+lfls"-   w    J,  ^-i'"^    «

Jy U

2-TTÍ

/•»   /»/>c rt.A

by Lemma 2.2. Letting y—pnx and substituting the above into (3.7), we obtain

(3.5) under the condition that q>y-\/2. The identity may be upheld for q^ 1,

however, as follows. By Lemma 2.3,

f•/Ml

^-^ i(M, MnA-; q- 1) <fti = O«^}-1 log«" V„*)-
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Hence,

S(x;q) = R(x;q) + o(±Z^log'>-1 p.nx)

= R(x;q) + 0({log>-1x}/x),

as a* <2. Differentiating both sides of (3.5) with respect to x, we obtain, with the

help of (2.24) and (2.25), (3.5) again, but with q replaced by q'=q— 1. This differen-

tiation is justified for q'^l, since the above argument shows that the differentiated

infinite series converges uniformly on any compact interval in x > 0, provided that

ï'ïl.

4. The functional equation T(s + m)<p(s) = r(r—s+m)t(i(r—s).

Theorem 4.1. Let q> satisfy the functional equation

T(s+m)<p(s) = T(r-s+m)>/j(r-s),

where m is a positive integer. Suppose x>0 and let | = 2(jinx)112.

(i) If r(x, y; n) is as in Lemma 2.1 and q is a positive number such that

q > sup(2o*-r-l/2,r + 2m-5/2),

then

Aq(x)=Qq(x)-2«-<Z?y

(4.1)

b(n) dm

Pn dxm

where

^+m-i J" u'+2m->-2JT+q+2m.y(u)r(u, t,m-l) du},

o (X), J. f m<p(s)x°+<
y,W      2«Jc  Y(s+q+l)     '

where C is a curve, or curves, encircling the singularities of the integrand.

(ii) Let q be a positive integer such that q>sup (2o-* — r— 1/2, r— 1/2). Then,

S(x;q) = Ä(x;*)-29«-V-2^|l

(4.2) m ^

where

*"»- ¿J.1^*
where C is a curve, or curves, encircling the integrand's singularities.

We do not attempt to be exhaustive in the number of identities we can write

down. Using a technique in [2, proof of Theorem 3], we may derive for smaller

values of q and with additional restrictions on <p identities similar to (4.1) and (4.2).

Also, using the method of equiconvergent trigonometric series [1], [5], we may
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extend the range of q to q>2cr*-r-3/2, where q may possibly be _0 as well.

The proof of (ii) will be omitted as the proof is almost identical to that in [2,

Theorem 1, (ii)].

Proof of (i). In the following we shall assume that q is a complex variable. Let

y be chosen large enough so that y>sup (0, oa, a*,r+m—l) and so that C lies in

the strip r-y<a<y. Proceeding as in [1, proof of Theorem 2], we find that for

Req>2y — r,

(A V A (r\ -   fl I rU v< Y ^    l      f       ^-s)F(s + m)(pnxy-s     ,
(4.3)        AQ(x) - QM + x  l^r^i L r(r-s+m)r(r+q+l-s) A

From (2.12) for Re q > 2y - r - 1/2,

tAÄ\ l     f F(J + W) (U\-2S ¡UV'-'*1  r / -,

Multiply both sides of (4.4) by u2r+2m-3 and integrate with respect to u over

(ii, °°)> fi>0. For the resulting integral on the right-hand side to converge, we

require by (2.15) that Re c7 > r + 2m — 5/2. Inverting the order of integration [13,

p. 349], we find that since y>r+m — \,

If   _
2tri J(y) T(r

22sr(s+m)Çfr+m-s-1)
as

'+q+m—s)(r+m—s— 1)
(4.5) /•CO

, + "       ur +

Jtl

2r+q      u'+2m-"-2JT+q+2m.x(u)du.

Now multiply both sides of (4.5) by 1/f? and integrate with respect to £x over

(£2, °°)> £2>0. Upon m such integrations we find that

(-1)"  j*   _22T(5 + w)>'2r-2s_

2«   J(y>r(r+t7+ín-í)(r+m-í-l)-(r-j)

(4.6) =2r + í + m-l   r ^.d^.x-'-T Ur + 2m-"-2Jr + Q + 2m.x(u)du
Jv Jtl

= (-ir-^2'+- r u^2m-"-2Jr+q+2m.x(u)r(u, y; m-l) du,
Jv

by Lemma 2.1. Let y = £ and multiply both sides of (4.6) by x*+m ~1 and differentiate

both sides m — 1 times with respect to x to obtain

J_ f   _T(s + m)(pnX)r-s_&

2tt; J(y, r(r+ç+ 1 -s)(r + m-s- 1)- • -(r-i)

= -2"-rx-"-£^-x (*'+m_1 J"«'+a"-'-Vr+q+am_1(ii)r(«,f;'«-1)«**).

Upon substituting the above into (4.3) we arrive at (4.1) provided that

Re q > sup (2y — r, r + 2m - 5/2).
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However, the right-hand side of (4.1) converges absolutely and uniformly for

Req>sup (2a*-r- 1/2 + 8, r+2m-5/2), 8>0, by Lemma 2.3. Thus, by analytic

continuation in q, (4.1) is valid for Re a > sup (2o*-r- 1/2, r+2m-5/2). If q is

real, (4.1) is valid for q>sup (2o* — r— 1/2, r + 2m — 5/2). The convergence is also

uniform in x on any interval in .v>0. This implies that q>0 since the left side of

(4.1) is not continuous in x for qSO. This completes the proof.

5. The functional equation r2({j+l}/2)ç>(i) = r2({2-j}/2)</.(l-5).

Theorem 5.1. Let <p satisfy the functional equation

r2({s+i}/2)<p(s) - r2({2-5}/2)-A(i-j).

Suppose that x>0 andq is a positive integer,

(i) Let

(5.1) Gv(x) = rv(x)+eJrtv(2tfy(*)/W).

Ifq>2a*-3/2, then

(5.2) Aq(x) = Qq(x) + 2 - " 2 b(n) - Gq + y(4{pnx}112),
\Pn/

where

i   r r(s)<p(s)x°+«
Q'(x) - S3 Jc r(i+(7+i) *»

where C is a curve, or curves, encircling all of the integrand's singularities.

(ii) Suppose that sup (1, oa, o*)<y<l/4. Let

„.      .        if <p(s)x° ,

»vnere C is a curve, or curves, encircling the singularities of the integrand in the strip

l—y<o<y. Forq^2,

S(x; q) = R(x; q)

+íl-f ÍYo(4ull2)--K0(4ull2)\s(u,hhlx;q-2)du.
¿ Pn    Junx  L W J

V<*< 5/4,

(5.4)        S(x; 1) = /?(.v; 1)-i 2 ^ {^(4Ml,a)-; íoí^}1'2)}-

(i) is not new and was proved by Chandrasekharan and Narasimhan [7]. Their

proof depended upon the evaluation of a certain integral by the use of the residue

theorem. However, we shall show below (Lemma 5.3) that the integral can be

evaluated very simply by using well-known formulas for Bessel functions. The
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reader may then consult [7] for an indication of the remainder of the proof as well

as two extensions of the theorem.

Concerning (ii), again we are not exhaustive in the types of identities we can state

here. Removing the restrictions on oa and a*, with the use of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3,

we can derive more complicated identities.

Lemma 5.2. Let Gv be defined by (5.1) and let

<     ^     Tv uv      J-cos^^ + e^X/xy-2*
gv(s,x) = r(í)r(í-v)|- \   -}(2)

Then, for 0<c<Rev/2 and Re v=£c+n, where n is a nonnegative integer,

[Re v - c]■ 2
He) k = 0

Proof. By (2.13) and (2.14) for 0<Re v<y<Re k/2+3/4<3/2,

i       r [Re v - c]

(5.5) Gv(x) = T-.\    gv(s,x)ds-   2    a(gAs,x),v-k).
llTl J<« kTn

Gv(x) = 2^/1    Sv(s, x) ds.

We move the line of integration to a=c, 0<c<Re y/2, by integrating around a

rectangle with vertices y±iR and c±iR, R>0. By (2.1) the integrand on a=c is

(9(Jr|2c-Rev-l) = o(\)

as 111 tends to oo, as c < Re v/2. By a version of the Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem

[15, p. 109], the integrand is o(l) as |r| tends to oo, uniformly in the strip c|cráy.

Hence, the integrals over the horizontal sides tend to 0 as R tends to oo. Hence,

by the residue theorem,

(5.6) G,(x) = ¿ J   gv(s, x) ds+R,

where R is the sum of the residues of gv(s, x) in the strip c<o<y. By analytic

continuation in v, (5.6) may be extended to Re v< least integer greater than y. By

repeatedly shifting the line of integration, a=c, and using analytic continuation, we

eventually arrive at (5.5) provided that c< Re v/2 and Re v^kc+n.

Lemma 5.3. Let v be a positive integer with 0<c<v/2, where v—c^n, where n

is a positive integer. Then,

i_ r    r(i-j)r3({j+i}/2)  (Xy-2°

«J(c)r(v+i-í)r2({2-í}/2)\2/

= 2-* + 1(gv(2;c) + IV2 ®(gv(s,2x),v-k)}
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Proof. By (2.3), three applications of (2.2), and elementary trigonometry we have

rq-j)r2({.y-r-i}/2)   _       22-2sTrrg-s)r2(s)

r>+1 -í)r2({2-í}/2)    r>+1 -í)r2({2-í}/2)r2(j/2)

_ 22-2T(l-.y)r2(j)sin2(7rs/2)

ttT(v+1-s)

_ Y(s-v) sin {ir(s-v)}r(s)(\ -cos (tts))

tt22s~1 sin (tts)

r(s-v)Y(s){(- l)v-cos (tt(s-v))}

tt22s-1

Hence,

j_ f    r(i-5)r2({5+i}/2)   (xy-2*    _ 2-v+1 r     .

2ttí J(c) r>+1 -í)r2({2-í}/2) \2)     as "  2« L gv(J'^ *'

and the proof is complete by Lemma 5.2.

Proof of (ii). Proceeding as in [2, proof of Theorem 1], we arrive at

(5.7, W.fc^öifSi«^**~ Pn  2nt JM l%{2-s}/2)(l-s)q+i

provided that q>2y— 1.

Assume first that q>2. Then, by (2.4),

r2({5+i}/2)        r2({j-i}/2)

r2({2-í}/2)(l-í)2      4r2({2-5}/2)

r2(j-i){i+cos(7T(^-i))}

tt22s~1

It follows by (2.13) and (2.14) that for 1 <y<7/4,

Integrate both sides of (5.8) with respect to u over (&, oo), £x>0, and proceed

exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, (ii). After q— 1 integrations, we find by

(2.16), (2.17) and Lemma 2.2 that

-f2ttí J(y
ra({f+i}/2)/-'

/cr>r*({2-i}/2Xi-í)«+líB
(5.9)

= \ If u { ro(4"1/2)-; K0(4u1'2)js(u, y, q-2) du.

Setting y = p.nx and substituting into (5.7), we have established (5.3) provided that

q> 2y-1. However, by (2.16), (2.17) and Lemma 2.3, the right-hand side of (5.9) is

0({p.nx}-*l2log«-2p.nx).
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Since a* < 7/4, the right-hand side of (5.3) converges absolutely and uniformly in x

on any interval in *>0. Hence, by (2.24) and (2.25), (5.3) may be upheld for q^2

by differentiation with respect to x.

(5.4) may be established by putting q — 2 in (5.3) and then differentiating with

respect to x. By (2.16) and (2.17) the differentiation is justified provided that

cr0*<5/4.

6. r(s/2)r({s-p}/2)9(s) = T({l-s}/2)r({p+l-s}/2)>/,(p+l-s), the functional

equation.

Theorem 6.1. Let 9 satisfy the functional equation

T(s/2)r({s-p}/2)9(s) = r({l-s}/2)r({p + l-s}/2)<Kp+l-s),

where p is an integer. Let x>0, £ = 2(pnx)112, and suppose that q is a positive integer.

Define

(6.1) Fx.,p(x) = cos ({p+l}TT/2)Jp + v(x)-sin ({P + 1}tt/2)Fv + v(x),

where Fv(x)= Yv(x)-e™(2Kv(x)/Tr).

(i) Forq>2oï-p-3/2,

(6.2) Aq(x) = Qq(x) + 2~" 2 bin) (-)"'      "Vi,,^),

where

afr>-s/t c r(s+q+i)

where C is a curve, or curves, encircling all of the integrand's singularities.

(ii) If q>sup (2<7*-p-3/2,p+1/2), then

S(x;q) = R(X;q) + 2«->-iZ^±—

(6.3)
.^-1 p u» + i-,F¡¡j2u)s(u, Ç;q-l)du},

where

*■••«»-»!#?*

where C is a curve, or curves, encircling all of the integrand's singularities.

(i) is due to Chandrasekharan and Narasimhan [7]. Their proof depended upon

the evaluation of a certain integral. However, again this integral can be evaluated

simply from well-known Bessel function formulas as we indicate below. The reader

may then consult [7] for the remainder of the proof as well as two extensions of the

theorem.

In (ii), if we require that aa, a* <p+l,we can derive an identity for 2<j* —p — 3/2

<qép+l/2. The proof follows along the same lines as that in [2, Theorem 3].
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Using the method of equiconvergent trigonometric series, we can extend our results

toq>2a*-p-5/2, 9 = 0.

Lemma 6.2. Let Fv>p be as given in (6.1). Let v be a positive integer and 0<c

<(p+v)/2, where p is an integer andp + v—c^n, where n is a nonnegative integer.

Then,

r _ _L f r(/>+i-j)rfr/2)r({j-j>}/2)       /*y+'-* .
" 2m Jw r(p+l+v-s)mi -s}/2)r({p+1 -s}/2) \2)

= 2-»4f,,,(2x)+   2 C ̂ (/v,P(i, 2*),p+v-k)\,
L k = 0 J

wnere

,   ,     v       .   /,  j.,,   mmr/            , feos{tt(s-p-v)} + <?"""+ ̂  [x\'+ "-2s
fiv.p(s, x) = sin ({p+ l}TT/2)r(s)T(s-p-v) |-»-^-^-\ \^J

Proof. By the same method as in the proof of Lemma 5.2, for v complex

-sin({p+l}Tr/2)Fp+v(x)

16 4) 1      f [P + Rev-c]

K       } =j-.\     fi,p(S,x)dS-        2 #(/v.Pvi. *)./> + ""*).
2« J(c) ¿Tb

where0<c<Q? + Rev)/2 and o + Rev#c+n.

By two applications of both (2.4) and (2.2),

r(p+i-s)r(s/2)r({s-p}/2)
r(p+1 +v-s)r({i -s}i2)r({p+1 -i}/2)

= cos Qrj/2) cos (Tr(s-p)/2)r(s)r(s-p)r(p+l -s)

w2^-"-2T(p+l+v-s)

_ {(1 +COS (tts)) COS (7rp/2) + sin (rrs) sin (rrp/2)}r(j)

(6.5) = 22s-p-1r(p+l+l--i)sin{7r(j-/>)}

_sin (tts) sin (ttp/2)T(s)_

~ 22s-"-1r(p+l+v-s) sin {tt(s-p)}

(1+COS (its)) cos (7Tp/2)r(j)r(5-p — v) sin Mj—^ — v)}

+ »^-'-»sinKj-;)}

Whether o is even or odd, the first term on the right-hand side of (6.5) may be

written as

cos({p+1}tt/2W(s)
22s-"-ir(p+l+v-s)

Since v is integral, the second term on the right-hand side of (6.5) may be written as

{(- l)v + cos (tt(s-v))} cos (ttp/2)T(s)Y(s-p-v)

Tr22s-V~1

= {(- D' + '+cqs (rfs-p-v))} sin ({p+l}Tr/2)r(s)r(s-p-v)
7r22s-p-1
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for p either even or odd. Hence,

/ = 2_^r   (cos({P+i}TT/2)r(s)        wu
2«   J(„l   T(p+l+v-s)   +J'.*s>¿x>fx     as,

and the proof is complete by (2.12) and (6.4).

Proof of Theorem 6.1, (ii).   Proceeding as in [2, proof of Theorem 1], we find

that

S(x;q) = R(x;q) + 2^-1±

(6.6) **
f        r(s/2)r({s-p}/2)(pnxy+i-°

" J(y) r«i -s}/2)r({P+1 - j}/2Xp+ i -sy+1 as>

where y is such that y > sup (0, aa, o*, p +1 ) and 5 lies in the strip p+l— y<a<y,

and where q > 2y — p — 1.

Assume first that;? and q are both even. Then, by (2.4),

KÁS) m     r(s/2)r({s-p-q},2)
r({l-s}/2)r({P+q+l-s}/2)

= t»-^^^2"25 cos (rrs/2) cos (Tr(s-p-q)/2)r(s)T(s-p-q)

= (-\y>*im„-i2'*<t^-»'{i+cos(ir(s-p-q))}r(s)T(s-p-q).

lip is odd and q is even, by (2.4), (2.3) and (2.2),

, 2^"^-2'cos(TTs/2)r(s)r({s-p-q}/2)r(l+{p+q-s}/2)
nq-AS) ^(p+q+l-s)

2p + Q + 1-2scos(TTs/2)r(s)

r(p+q+l-s)sin(TT(s-p-q)/2)

(_ iyp + « + i)/22p + n + i-2sp/J\

= r(p+q+l-s)

It then follows from (6.4) that for 0<c<(p+q)/2, q even, and p odd or even that

2^iLhMTQ'2Sds

= 2(- iy>2{-Fq,p(2u)+P 2o rI *C/i.p(i, 2u),p+q-ky\,

or

(6'7)      ¿ (L ".(J *""©'*"" * -2<- fl^-'-«.

where Cp+, is a curve, or curves, encircling the singularities of the integrand in the

strip y<a<(p+q)/2.

Now, multiply both sides of (6.7) by u"-Q+1 and integrate over (£i, oo), fi>0.

Since y >/?+!, the resulting integral on the left side converges. By (2.15)-(2.17)
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the integral on the right side is convergent provided that q>p+1/2. If q>2y-p— I

we may invert the order of integration by [13, p. 349]. We therefore obtain

__L ((  -{   ) Kp(s)22s-p-q-1ñ''+2-2sds

2ttí\Jm     JCp+,/ p+l-s

= 2(-iy+2)'2 {" up-" + 1Fqi,(2u)du.

Proceeding exactly as in [2, proof of Theorem 1, (ii)], we find after q such integra-

tions and an application of Lemma 2.2 that

(6.8)

J_ / f        C     \ n,p(j)22'-P-iy+2-2'
2rTi\]w   ]CtJ       (p+i-sy      as

= 2(-l)"'2 P M"-«+1F,,p(2M)j(m, y; q-1) du.
Jy

Let j=fi multiply both sides of (6.8) by x9'1, and differentiate both sides q— 1

times with respect to .y. The resulting differentiations under the integral sign on the

left are justified by a standard theorem [17, p. 59] for q>2y—p— 1. With the help

of (2.4) we arrive at

(-Q*2 / f      C    \ Kv(s)2"-l+W)p+1~°ds^/f   _f   \ hojs)2'-'>+2(p.nxy
i \L  kJ     (p+i-s)"+i

= 2(-iy2 ^ (x*-1^ K"-<+1F,fI)(2U)i(M, £;q-1) du}-

(6.9)
27TI

d"-1

We now substitute (6.9) into (6.6) and note that

^¿(nW       h0,p(s)(p.nXy + 1-°

z^+1Jcp.,  (p+i-sy+1

f      n0,,(s)Ks)x>+]-' f      y(^ , _0
Jc,+,    (P+1-J)« + 1     * - Jcp + ,  *a + 1 U'

where Cp+, is a positively oriented curve, or curves, encircling the singularities of

the integrand for 1— q<a<p+l— y, and there are no such singularities by our

choice of y. Hence, we have established (6.3) provided that q is even and that

a>sup (27-/7-1,/?+1/2).

However, by (2.24), (2.25) and Lemma 2.3, the right side of (6.9) is

(6.10)       T u>-* + 1Fq,p(2u) 2 ck,q.ys(u, Ç;k)du = 0($"-" + 1'2 log«"1 £)■
J( k = 0

It follows that the series on the right-hand side of (6.3) converges absolutely and

uniformly on any interval in x>0 provided that q>2o*-p-3/2. We show that

(6.3) may be upheld for integral q>sup(2a*-p-3/2,p+l/2) by differentiation.

In [2, proof of Theorem 1, (ii)] we omitted the verification, which is by no means

trivial. We give the details for our theorem here; the details in [2] are similar.
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Let Zn = {l, 2,..., n}. After some calculation, it is not difficult to see that the

ck,,_j in (6.10) are given by

Ck,q-1   —2 2_      lAz •••   ¡k,
i>s2, -1

where /',#/, ifj¥=l- Thus, the sum is over all products of k distinct integers chosen

from Z,_j. In particular, c„.x.q-i = (a— 1)! and c0p,_i=2"5+1.

We next put w = fr in the integral on the left-hand side of (6.10). This integral

then becomes with s(v, 1 ; k)=s(v; k)

(6.11) Iq(x) = e-Q + z f vp-q+1F9,p(2iv) 2 ck,q-xs(v; k) dv.
Jl Jc = 0

From (6.3) we see that we must show that

(6.12) I&x) = Iq-x(x)/2x.

However, since q>p+1/2, differentiation under the integral sign in (6.11) is

generally not permitted. Hence, we first perform an integration by parts. From

(2.18)-(2.20) and the definition of Fv we find that

d{xv+pFv,p(cx)}/dx = cxv + pFx.-x,P(cx)

and

d{x(v + »l2Fv,p(2iv)}/dx = ¿vx^^^-'F^.x.^v).

Integrating by parts, we have

/,W = ip-, + 1(-21-'Fí + i.p(2í)

-j" v"+"^Fq + x.r(2év)jív-21' 2oCk,q.xs(v; k)\ dvj.

(6.13)

Thus,

I£x) = iOi'2)»-«^*-'-1

x (21-Vp+« + 1)/2Fe + i.p(20 + x<p+'! + 1"2 f" i>p+a+1F,+1,p(2ftO^

xiv-^^c^-xs^ikyldv)

(6.14) - K2^4'2)p~,+a*"^

x Í21 - W+Q)l2Fq,p(2$)+xf+a)l2 r v"+«+aF,.,(2f ») jv

Note that 1/2jc times the first expression on the right-hand side of (6.13) with q

replaced by q— l is equal to the third expression on the right-hand side of (6.14).
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Upon an integration by parts, the first two expressions on the right-hand side of

(6.14) yield

_ p -,+2qx -1 H vp -,+iffiP(2ft,) 2 ck,„ . ys(v ; k) dv.
Jl k = 0

Thus, from (6.13), (6.14) and the above we deduce that we must show that

qv-2< + 1 2 ck.q.ys(v; k)+\ v2 | (tr2< 2 <?*.•-!*»; k)\
fc-0 Z        "^   I k = 0 J

Upon differentiation and simplification, the above reduces to

v~2«+1 Va , . M

k = 0

Q -2 a-3 -\

(-2?+2) 2 Ck.4-aJ(»;A:)-2 <*+i.«-a*(«'; fc) \-
k=0 k=0 J4

Hence, we must show that

Ck + l.q-1 = (q-l)Ck,q-3 + ÍCk + }.,q-2, k = 0, I, . ..,q-3,

Cfc+i.,-1 - (?-l)cfc,,_2. k = q-2.

The last relation is obvious. Now,

-(a-l)2*-«+a   2   ii/2.-.4+2k-8+2   2   'i'2...''k + i
ijeZ,-2 i;SZ<,-2

=  2 2^      ÍyÍ2 ...   /fc + 1   =   Ck + 1,1,-1-

This completes the proof of (6.12) and also the proof of the theorem.

7. An identity involving Ei (—x).

Theorem 7.1. For x>0 let

4>(x) - 2 a(n) Ei ( - Xnx),       *(x) = 2 K") Ei ( - pnx),

where Ei ( — x) is defined by (2.7). Then <p satisfies functional equation (1.3) if and

only if
®(x) = -R(x) + x-rY(l/x),

where R(x) is a residual function (see [1], [4] or [5]) f/uen ¿v

where C is a curve, or curves, encircling the singularities of the integrand.
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Proof. The proof closely resembles that in [1, Theorem 1], and so we give just a

brief sketch. Choose y so that y>sup (0, oa, o*) and such that 5 lies in the strip

r — y<o<y. From (2.9) it follows easily that

ir nsMDx-ds = t
2tti Jm s

On the other hand,

1    f   T(s)9(s)x-S , _,.     1    f       T(s)9(s)x1    r   ÍMir^^lf
2tti Jm s 2m J(r

ds
M •» ■í-11' J(r-y) S

= -R(x)+x-rY(l/x),

upon using the functional equation, replacing shy r—s, and inverting the order of

summation and integration.

To prove the converse we employ (2.8) and find that for o>oa

T(s)9(s) = -s f   xs~1Ô(x)dx.

The remainder of the proof parallels that in [1, Theorem 1].

8. Generalized Dirichlet series.

Theorem 8.1. Let 9 satisfy (1.3) and define for a>0 and cr>aa,

9(s,a) = 2a(")0+An)"s.

Let i=2(pna)1!Z and let 2 be a domain where

2¿(«)*s-»(fKs-r)/2

converges uniformly. Suppose that the singularities of y are at most poles. Let R(s, a)

denote the sum of the residues ofx(w)F(s— w)aw~s at the poles ofy(w)- Then, if s e 2,

(8.1) r(s)9(s, a) = 22 b(n){^j        Kt.r(i)+R(s, a).

Conversely, if9(s, a) satisfies (8.1), then 9 satisfies (1.3).

Proof. For a> sup (0, aa, a*),

T(s)9(s, a) = 2 a(n) J V"1 exp (-(a + Xn)y) dy

(8.2) =  Í   y-1e-ay<i>(y)dy

= J" r-1e~ayP(y) dy + ̂ b(n) J" j5 — 1 exp (~ay-p„/y) dy

by (1.4), where all inversions in order of summation and integration are justified
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by absolute convergence. Using the definition of P(y) and inverting the order of

integration, we find that

(8.3) f " f-1e-avP(y) dy » ¿ f x(w)T(s- w)aw~s dw,

provided that Re (s—w)>0. But this is a priori satisfied since o->aa> Re w. Using

(2.10), we have

_/•<*> _ /., \<J-r>/2

(8.4) 26(W)J0  y*-'-1 <*p(-ay-pJy)dy = 22b(n) (^)        Ks.r(Ç).

Combining (8.2)-(8.4), we have established (8.1) for <x> sup (0, ca, a*). However, by

analytic continuation (8.1) is valid for the indicated values of j.

To prove the converse, we multiply both sides of (8.1) by y~$eay/2Triand integrate

with respect to s over (c — ice, c+ioo) with c> sup (0, aa, a*).

First, by absolute convergence and (2.5)

(8.5) ±-. f   y - °e<"T(s)<p(s, a) ds = 2 «(">0Ï 4l f   T(i){(a+A„M - * ds
¿TTl  J(c) '— ¿TTl J(c)

= w,y).

Secondly, by using the integral representation for R(s, a), inverting the order of

integration, and employing (2.5), we easily deduce that

(8.6) hieav\c R(s'a)y ~'ds = p(y)-

Thirdly, by inverting the order of summation and integration by uniform

convergence and using (2.11), we have

i r *-+       i il \<s-r>'2

2Trlr2^mw  K-M)ds

(8.7) = 2e*"y-' 2 b(n) \      KM)(—) "" ds
^ J(c-r) \P-n/

= y-rm/y)-

Combining (8.5)-(8.7) we arrive at (1.4), and the proof is complete.

9. An identity involving K,(x).

Theorem 9.1. If y satisfies functional equation (1.3), then

_ /      U     \v/2

2Ia(n)\TTï)   ^(2{(Xn + a)b}112)
(9.1) yK + a/

= j" x*-le-**->»*P(x) dx + 2 2 A(«)(^¿)<r   )l2Kr.v(2{(p.n + b)a}112),

where Re a, Re b > 0 and v is an arbitrary complex number.
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Dixon and Ferrar [9] have proven (9.1) in a more complicated way for the

special case 9(s) = (2tt)-s 2 r2(n)n~s, where r2(n) is the number of representations

of n as the sum of 2 squares.

Proof. From (2.10) and (1.4) we have

■^        /   h   \v'2

22a("\xnTa)   KÁ2{K+a)bV>2)

= 2 «(») P *v-1 exp (-(Xn+a)x-b/x) dx

= [   x"-1e-ax-blx<S>(x)dx

= J " xv-1e-ax-"lx{P(x)+x-TY(l/x)} dx

= f"xv-1e-ax-blxP(x)dx+^b(n) (°° x'-*'1 exp(-(b+pn)x-a/x)dx

I""0 ■*-* l     n     \<r-»W8

= Jo  x-^e-™-"xP(x)dx + 2%b(n)¡^-l)        Kr.v(2{(pn + b)a}íl2),

where all inversions in order of summation and integration are justified by absolute

convergence.

Corollary 9.2. If v= 1/2 in Theorem 9.1, we have

ir1'2 2 a(n)(Xn + a)-112 exp (-2{(\„+aW2)

[>«> _ /      -,     \(2r-l)/4

= Jo   x-ll2e-"-t>'P(x)dx + 22lKn){j^) KT.xiÁ2{(Pn + b)a}^2).

Proof. Use (2.21), and the result follows.

10. Identities involving Laguerre polynomials.

Theorem 10.1. Let y>0, m be a positive integer, and L%\y) be a Laguerre

polynomial. Then, if 9 satisfies (1.3),

2 a(»)AJ exp (-\ny) = mly"-" 2 b(ri) exp (-v.nly)L%-»(pJy)

J_ f x(s)Y(s+m)y-*-m ,..

2« Jc r(j)
(10.1) +J_ f x(s)T(s+m)y

where C is a curve, or curves, encircling the singularities of y, and where if seC,

s+n^0, n=l, 2,.. .,m.

Theorem 10.2. Let y>0, q^.0, m be a positive integer, and

y'w      27rlJcr(i+<?+l)itt'



+ J_ f x(s)Y(s + m)y3-1 ±
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where <p satisfies (1.3) and C is as in Theorem 10.1. Suppose m is large enough so that

if s e C, Re s+m+q+l >0. Also, suppose s+q+n^0, n=0, 1,..., m— 1. Tnen,

„rt„x re-^%4,(,v)-ô,Mwx
(10.2) Jo

= ml y-*-T-*-i 2 ¿>(n) exp (-/*/.y)iS**WjO-

These theorems generalize results of Koshliakov [14] and Szegö [16]. An identity

for an integral similar to that of (10.2) has been given by Chandrasekharan and

Narasimhan [6].

Proof of Theorem 10.1. Write (1.4) in the form

(10.3) Hm=fV(y)+P(l/y).

Multiply both sides of (10.3) by ym~1 and differentiate m times with respect to y.

Using (2.22) and the fact that

dm(ym -1 exp ( - K/y))/dym = X^y - m - l exp ( - XJy),

which is easily shown by induction on m, we deduce that

jr—» 2 a(n)K exp (-XJy) - ml f1 2 K») exp (-/^L^W)

■-Í
2rri Jc I»

Upon the replacement of y by l/y, (10.1) follows.

Proof of Theorem 10.2. Using (1.4), we have

j" e-**A„(x) dx = jR-i-j- 2 a(«) exp (-A«jO |" *"**^ ¿*

(10.4) =j-"-i(D(J)

-jr'-f-"F(l/y)+jr«-il>(y).

From (2.22) one can show that

dm(y -T - « -1 exp ( - p.Jy))/dym = ( - l)mm ! y "—r " « "1 exp ( - ^/y)^+q\pJy)-

Thus, differentiation of both sides of (10.4) m times with respect to y yields

r e-V^m^) ¿jf = w! y-m-r-,-1   £ £,(„) exP ( "/W-V^iT < W/)

(10.5) J°
j_ r x(^)r^+^+g+i)^"3"n"''1 ,

+ 2ttí]c r(s+q+l)

However, a direct calculation shows that

provided that Re s+q+m+ 1 >0. Combining (10.5) and (10.6), we establish (10.2).
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11. Examples.

Example 11.1. Let x' be a nonprincipal, primitive character modulo k with

x(— 1)= — 1. Then, the Dirichlet /.-function L(s, x) satisfies the functional equation

{(S,x) = e(x)&l-S,x)

where

((s,x) = (Tr/k)-« + »'2r({s+l}/2)L(s,x)

and |e(x)| = l- Thus, 9(s) = (Tr/k)-is + 1)l2L(s, x) satisfies Theorem 3.2 with Xn=pn

= (Tr/kyisn, a(n) = (7T/k)-ll2x(n) and b(n) = «(xXW*)"ll2x(r>)- Choose y=l + e,

0<e<l/2. In the strip —e<a<l+e, T(s)L(s,x) has a simple pole at i = 0. Re-

placing x by (Tr/k)ll2x, we find from (i) that for q^ 1,

r^Vf) 2 X(")(x-ny = ^^-2¿-1'Mx)^ + 1 2 x(n)Tq + x(2Trnx/k).

In particular, if q=\,

2 xWx-n) = L(0, x)x-2k-2e(x) 2 m SÍn¿l^k)-

From (ii) we have for q^ 1,

- r¿M) 1 0WRx)lor-,

+/kme(x) 2 «ÖÖ f "    S25AÔ J(u, «a/*;,- 1) <4i.

In particular, if q = 1,

2 jrf«) log (*/») = ¿(0, x) log x+L'(0, x)

«     Jjinx/k «

= L(0,x)logJC+L'(0,x)+O(l/x),

by Lemma 2.3. By repeated integrations by parts, the O-term above may be

replaced by an asymptotic expansion.

Example 11.2. Let x he as in Example 11.1. Then, 9(s) = (TT/k)-is+1)L2(s,x)

satisfies Theorem 5.1 with An=/xn=™/A:, a(n) = (k/tr) 2ifc=nX(/)x(^) a°d

b(n) = (kinyw 2 mm-
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Choosing y=l+e, 0<e< 1/2, and replacing x by irx/k, we may write down

identities analogous to those in Example 11.1 for <7= 1. In particular, (5.4) yields

¡imSx

2 X(m)x(n) log (x/mn) = L2(0, x) log .v + 2L(0, X)L'(0, v)

-(Â:/2,r)e2(x)2;{ Zx(j)x(k)

Y0(4rr(nx)ll2/k) - - Ko(4rr(nx)ll2/k)
7T

Example 11.3. Let (p(s) = ifi(s) = Tr-sf(s)=Tr-%(s)C(s-k), where £(j) denotes the

Riemann zeta function and k^O, — 1 is an integer. Then <p satisfies the functional

equation of Theorem 6.1 with p=k, Xn=p,n=Trn and a(n) = b(ri) = ok(n) = '2.d\n dk.

Replacing x by ttx, we obtain for <7 = sup (1, k + l/2)

T(q+\) 2 a*(") lo8" (*/")

2«.-k-1x>ok(n) d"-1
+  „fc + i   Z „k + i^-i

(x" -1 f " uk-" + 1F,,,fc(2M)5(«, 2Tr(nx)112 ;q-l)du).

This extends and corrects a result in [2]. If k= — l, we obtain a similar identity.

The case k=0 corresponds to d(n), and the identity is given in [2].

Example 11.4. In Corollary 9.2 put r= 1. Using (2.21) we find that

TT1'2 2 a(n)(Xn+a)-112 exp (-2{(A„+a)6}1/2)

(11.1) = r*-1/2exp(-a;c-¿>/;c)F(;t)í¿c

+7T1'2 2 b(n)(j,n+b)-112 exp (-2{(an+è)a}1'2).

Let <p(s) = (2ir/\ A|)~s£(í, Q), where £(i, 0denotes Epstein's zeta function associated

with the positive definite quadratic form Q in two variables with discriminant A

and integral coefficients. Then, P(x)=<p(0) + I/x- -1 + l/x. Using (2.10) and (2.21),

we find that

" x-1'2e-ax'b'x(-l + l/x)dx = 7r1'2exp(-2(aè)1'2)(6-1/2-a-1'2).

Define a(0)=Z>(0) = l and A0=/i0=0 and replace a by 2ira/|A| and b by 2irô/|A|.
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Since An = /xn = 2OT?/|A| and a(n) = b(n) = r(n), the number of representations of n

by Q, (11-1) becomes

2 r(n)(n + a)-112 exp (-(4tt/| A|){(n + a)i}l'a)
n = 0

= 2 '•(«)(« + b) -ll2 exp ( - (4n/1A | ){(n + b)a}™).
n = 0

This identity is due to Ramanujan and is stated by Hardy without proof at the

end of [12], although a proof is indicated. The identity for the special case

Q(m, n)=m2+n2 is derived in a more complicated way in [9].
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